134 THE AGE OF THE GREAT DEPRESSION
the huge proportion of persons in their twenties found in
urban areas, it was plain that a- steady transfusion of vigorous
blood still recruited the veins of the city. During the 1930*s a
net migration of about one and a half million young people
occurred from farms and villages to larger communities. Re-
garding the selective factors no truly scientific study has been
made, but the Wisconsin sociologist Edward A* Ross uttered
a widespread opinion when he compared the depleted areas
to "fished-out ponds populated chiefly by bullheads and
suckers/*
The greatest fertility and the most indurated defeat ex-
isted among the sharecroppers. They belonged to the bottom
rung in a ladder of landlord-tenant relationships. Cash-rent-
ing, by which the tenant supplied the working capital, paid
a fixed rent and kept all the profits, was the most self-respect-
ing. Fairly common north of the Mason and Dixon Line—
comprising in 1930 more than a quarter of all tenants—
southward it remained virtually unknown* Crop-share rent-
ing, with the landlord meeting certain production expenses
and the tenant furnishing labor, work animals, tools and
seed, as well as paying rent in the form of a proportion of
the marketable crops, was commonest of all in the North and
Middle West* A similar sharing of assets and profits, called
livestock-share leasing, flourished in the dairy and cattle-
raising zones of the Midwestern states.
But in the cotton kingdom sharecropping prevailed, a
system under which the tenant customarily contributed noth-
ing but his own and his family's labor in return for half the
cotton and a third of the grain he raised* The needy cropper
borrowed from the landlord to purchase food and clothing,
or else turned to a credit merchant whose charges might run
up to fifty per cent* Too often these loans amounted to a
perennial dole, chaining the hapless debtor to virtual peonage
on soil as ruinously exploited as himself. Finding whites more
recalcitrant, many landlords came to prefer blacks, whose
sense of arithmetic was more naive and docility greater*

